ULTRA-HIGH + GREEN LASER HOLSTER WEAPONLIGHT

850 LUMENS

1.0 HOUR

132 METERS
REFLECTOR

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

LASER

HOLSTER

DESCRIPTION
The XH50 is a white light and green laser sight. It is designed to have a
minimal laser offset between point of aim and point of impact at varying
distances because the laser is closer to the bore when mounted to a
handgun. The XH50 projects 850 lumens shaped by a parabolic reflector
to produce a blinding beam with ample surround light. The laser can be
precisely adjusted and zeroed using the windage and elevation screws.
Both the windage and elevation screws have a secondary locking screw
to prevent laser drift once zeroed.
The XH50 is also designed to interface with the MasterFire® Rapid
Deploy Holster, which can accommodate a wide variety of modern
handguns. A unique bezel with cam slots, and pin slots on both sides
of the body, serves to lock the XH50 into the MasterFire and secure the
weapon at an advantageous angle for quick deployment. Constructed of
a lightweight aerospace aluminum body with a Mil-Spec hard-anodized
finish for superior toughness — and O-ring and gasket sealed for
weatherproofing — the XH50 is a durable WeaponLight that thrives in
the most extreme conditions.
The XH50 includes two mode selector switches on the bottom of the
housing. One toggles the white light on or off. The other is for toggling
the green laser on or off. Both switches allow various activation modes,
such as laser only, white light only, white light and laser, or full-disable.
Activation is achieved via one-finger, ambidextrous switching located
at the rear of the body. The versatile XH50 can be easily and securely
attached to any pistol or long gun equipped with a Universal or Picatinny
rail via its rail clamp mount.
FEATURES
XH50

850 lumens

SPECIFICATIONS

OUTPUT

¼

Cam-slotted bezel and rear locking lugs on battery housing 		
interface with MasterFire holster for secure weapon retention

¼

Parabolic reflector creates a smooth, 850-lumen beam with
plenty of reach and ample surround light

¼

Green aiming laser (Class IIIa) is mounted above the LED bezel,
closer to the handgun’s bore, to provide minimal laser offset 		
between point of aim and point of impact at varying distances

¼

The XH50’s tried-and-true integral ambidextrous momentaryand constant-on switching is similar to other X-Series 		
WeaponLights

¼

Two mode selector switches on the bottom of the housing allow
for laser only, white light only, white light and laser, or full disable

¼

Attaches securely to both Universal and Picatinny accessory
rails via its rail clamp mount

¼

Weatherproof O-ring and gasket sealing for water resistance
provides peace of mind in inclement weather

GN Laser: <5.0 mW (515 nm)

RUNTIME

1.0 hour / 24 hours (laser)

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

4,400 candela

DISTANCE

132 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

FINISH

Hard Anodized (MIL-A-8625 Type III, Class 2)

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

5.65 oz / 160 g

LENGTH

3.7 in (9.4 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

1.25 in (3.17 cm)

BATTERIES

Two 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING

Ambidextrous push/toggle

LIQUID INGRESS
PROTECTION

IPX4 (protects from splashing water, no matter the direction)

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2019 Standard.

PART# / UPC
XH50G

084871330145
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

CAPACITY

ENERGY

123A*

3V

1,550 mAh

4.65 Wh 17 g

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

H

D

TYPE

Box - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

6 in (15.2 cm)

WIDTH

4.625 in (11.7 cm)

DEPTH

1.625 in (4.1 cm)

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER

Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

Other appropriate models also available

W

Removable Leg Strap (Included)

HD1 MASTERFIRE®
Available in both right and left handed applications

BODY SPECS

3.7 in

1.73 in
height

1.25 in

bezel diameter

515nm at <5mW
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